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THE CHOICE OF SKI AREAS: ESTIMATION OF A
GENERALIZED CES PREFERENCE ORDERING WITH
CHARACTERISTICS
Edward R. Morey*
fore like to test for homotheticity and direct additivity rather than impose them a priori.
This paper develops a preference ordering, the
generalized CES (GENCES), that includes characteristics and that admits both nonhomothetic
and non-additive preferences. A stochastic specification was chosen that limited the shares to the
0-1 simplex. This stochastic specification was
found to be more appropriate than the conventional assumption that the shares are normally
distributed. Estimation shows that the GENCES
I. Introduction
predicts the allocation of ski days significantly
OREY (1981) incorporatedcharacteristics better than the CES, causing us to reject the null
of activities and characteristics of the indi- hypothesis that preferences are both homothetic
vidual into a CES utility function. This characterand directly additive. The estimated expenditure
istic CES was used to explain how a representative
elasticities highlight the importance of admitting
individual allocates his ski days among alternative nonhomothetic preferences. The other elasticities,
sites. The physical characteristics of the ski areas
particularly the characteristic elasticities, provide
and the individual's skiing ability were explicit numerous insights into skier behavior.
arguments in the utility function; the budget allocation was given along with the parametric costs
II. A Model of Skier Behavior
of skiing (including travel costs, entrance fees,
equipment costs. and the opportunity cost of his
This sectioni develops a model which describes
time). Estimation confirmed the hypothesis that how an individual allocates his skiing budget
costs, ability, and characteristics are all important among ski areas. The allocation is hypothesized to
determinants of the allocation of ski days. Inclu- depend in part on the parametric costs of skiing at
sion of characteristics also simplifies estimation different sites. The skier allocates his budget among
and makes it possible to estimate the demand for sites so as to maximize the utility he receives from
not yet existing sites as a function of their pro- skiing given these costs. The utility produced by
posed characteristics and costs.
skiing activities is assumed weakly separable from
However, the characteristic CES imposes homo- the utility produced by other activities. Therefore,
theticity and direct additivity. These restrictions the skiing budget, once determined, is allocated
are unlikely to hold for a group of close substitutes among the different sites independently of total
such as skiing at different sites. One would there- income, and the prices, characteristics, and preferences for non-skiing activities.
The utility an individual derives from skiing
Received for publication October 12, 1982. Revision accepted
activities is hypothesized to depend oIn the amount
for publication March 13, 1984.
*University of Colorado.
of and types of terrain at the different sites. Ski
I wish to thank John Cragg, Phil Graves, Michael Greenwood,
Ulrich Kohli, Robert Pollak, Dennis Schurmeier, Terence terrain is designed for specific ability levels, hence
Wales, Alan Woodland, and two anonymous referees. Each has one's ability to enjoy an area depends on one's
contributed to the development of this paper. Computer funds skiing ability in conjunction with the amounts of
were provided by the Economics Department, University of
British Columbia and by the Center for EconomnicResearch, novice, intermediate, and advanced terrain at the
site. Specifically, the rational skier is assumed to
University of Colorado at Boulder.

Generalized CES (GENCES) preference ordering
is developed and estimated. It incorporates characteristics of
both the individual and the activities. The GENCES is used to
explain the share of ski time an individual allocates to each ski
area as a function of site characteristics, skiing ability, and
costs. The stochastic specification limited the shares to the 0-1
simplex. This specification was found to be more appropriate
than the conventional normality assumption. The null hypothesis that preferences are homothetic and additive is rejected.
Charactenrstics,ability, and costs are important determinants of
demand. The estimated elasticities provide numerous insights
into skier behavior.
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GENERALIZED CES PREFERENCE ORDERING
where

solve the following problem:
Maximize U = U(Y,A)
(1)A

g(T,A)

with respect to Y
subject to

T

= F'Y

h(alj,a2=--

(2)

j=l

where y1 the amount of skiing activity j produced by the individual
per season, where one unit of yj is
one day of skiing at site j. There are
J ski areas such that j = 1,2,- *, J.
F --yj I=the cost (measured in units of time)
of skiing activity j. y1 is the hours
required to produce one day of skiing
at site j. It includes skiing time,
transportation time, and the time
required to earn the money that is
needed to purchase (or rent) the skiing equipment and the lift ticket.
T
the individual's total time allotment to skiing activities.
A [akj],where akj
the amount of characteristic k that the individual can
utilize at site j. Specifically,
the acres of ski runs at site j
al1
which the individual is capable
of skiing. Skiers are assumed
incapable of skiing terrain
which has a difficulty rating in
excess of their ability level.
a21 =the acres of ski runs at site j
specifically designed for the individual's skiing ability.
The hypothesis that preferences are directly additive and homothetic was successfully tested by
developing and estimating the GENCES preference ordering. The indirect form of the GENCES
utility function is
X(F,A,T)=

(4)

x

where
Y= y],

[-g(F,A)/T]
+ [g(F,A)/f(F,A)]

(3)2

' The characteristics (A) enter as conditioning variables in the
optimization problem. The Lancaster (1966) utility function is
a special case of (1). For other examples of empirical work with
characteristics see Domencich and McFadden (1975), Manski
and McFadden (1981), and Pollak and Wales (1978). Burt and
Brewer (1971) incorporated site characteristics into a recreational demand model but the analysis lacks a strong theoretical foundation.
2 An indirect utility function must be nondecreasing in T,
nonincreasing in r and quasiconcave in F in the neighborhood

(fA-

1)/)

X YJl/(

h(a,j,a2j)

=

- 1)

(5)

a0 ? a1a + a2(ajja2j)
a+
a4a1<2 + a a 1/2
a2j

(6)

and where
d(alj,a2j)

= E0 + E1al.

+
?2(alja2j)

+ E3a21? E4ai'2

?

E5a2.'7.

(7)

The GENCES has quadratic expenditure functions
and doesn't impose direct additivity a priori. Activities are not restricted to have positive expenditure elasticities. If En = ca,k, n = 0,1,2, , 5,
where c is some constant; then d(al1,a2j) =
ch(alj,a2j) and the GENCES (3) reduces to the
CES.3
It is easy, although somewhat tedious, to show
that the proportion of ski days spent at a particular site for the GENCES is
J

S= YI*

Yk
k-1

j=1,***'J

(8)

(A)-expenditure (T) point
of the price (1)-characteristic
that is parametric to the individual. These conditions hold for
161 of the 163 individuals in my sample. Quasiconvexity in F
was violated for two atypical skiers (they skied 36 and 51 times,
respectively; the average was 9). This demonstrates that the
GENCES functional form is a legitimate representation of a
class of preference orderings. Necessary and sufficient conditions, on the parameters, for the GENCES to be globally
well-behaved do not exist.
3 Howe, Pollak, and Wales (1979) have identified the class of
indirect utility functions which have demand functions
quadratic in expenditures. This class, expanded to include
characteristics, encompasses the GENCES (3) as a special case.
In an unpublished note, Pollak (1976) identifies a diferent
generalization of the CES. His form also implies quadratic
expenditure functions.
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where
Y=

Yi,lT2

f (17,A)
?

W]

)

(h(a1j2a2j)

vidual's time. The opportunity cost of time was
assumed constant across the students and equal to
the U.S. Federal minimum wage. The data were
not sufficiently detailed to assume otherwise. It
was assumed that the production of a one day ski
trip is a Leontief process (for more details see
Morey (1981), p. 351). Therefore the marginal cost
of skiing activity j is parametric to the individual
and equals

d(a1j,a2j)
Z

h(a1j,a2j)

P](9)

and where
p= 1/(3J

w=Zk
k=1

1)
/

(10)
pyk

Yk

h(alk,

(1

a2k)!

lift ticket
ski
7Y=1 price at + equipment
sitelj
rentalfee
(

per mile

+ ?b transportation

and

costs

w + cj

(13)

/

where
bj twice the distance from the individual's residence to site j.
All the GENCES share equations (8) are identiw the opportunity cost (in $) of the individcal. The only thing that varies from one site's share
ual's time.
equation to another is the value of the exogenous
cj skiing time (constant across individuals in
variables (-yj,al1j,a2). If two sites (j and k) are
the sample) plus travel time.
identical, that is, if yj = Yk and aij = aik,
1,2,
then s * will equal SA.
IV. Stochastic Specification
k=

( d(alk,a2k)

(12)

Empirical implementation requires a stochastic
specification that is simple and consistefit with the
observed properties of the shares. Many of the
The sample consists of 163 randomly selected
observed shares in the sample are zero. Each share
single post-secondary Colorado student skiers.
(sj = y1/T, where T is the total number of ski
There is a complete record of where each individdays) can only take one of (T + 1) discrete values
ual skied during the 1967/68 season along with
in the 0-1 range, whereE =lsj = 1. Each shareis
their skiing ability and other pertinent informatherefore perfectly correlated with the other J - 1
tion. Each individual attended school (resided) in
shares. One would also expect the distribution of
one of the following eleven Colorado cities:
the shares to be skewed, especially for shares with
Denver, Boulder, Ft. Collins, Greeley, Golden,
expected values near zero or one. The distribution
The Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Pueblo,
of the shares is also expected to vary across indiAlamosa, Gunnison, and Durango. Their ski trips
viduals as a function of T. One would like a
were predominately one day trips and were limited
stochastic specification that is consistent with these
almost exclusively to the fifteen areas listed in
properties,where E(sj) = sj*.
table 1. Ski days are consumed in integer units and
It is therefore assumed that the individual's
many students only skied a few days during the
density function for sj, j = 1,.*, J, is
season. The observed shares are therefore discretely distributed between zero and one, with
f (SI, S2,.Sj;
T; 0)
many being zero. The skier-specific characteristics
that vary are skiing ability and location of resi=
(T!
FlY1!) FI ( s)Y ) (14)
dence.
The cost of each activity was calculated for each
.
individual using the lift ticket prices in conjunc- where 8 [r01
[a0,a1,.
C,5;
E0E1, I
5;PJ is
tion with data on rental fees, distances travelled, the parameter vector. Wilks (1962, p. 139), among
vehicle operating costs, and the value of the indi- others, has shown that if the sj have this density
III. Data

(

.
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TABLE 1.-ACTUAL
.

.

AND PREDICTEDAGGREGATESHARES

V

Actual Share
Predicted
Share
GENCESM
GENCESN2
GENCESNI

~

~

~

~~~
C

<

>

<

.202

.164

.116

.065

.093

.158

.005

.025

.061

.028

.047

.007

.014

.007

.008

.212
.217
.328

.161
.156
.215

.106
.115
.115

.077
.084
.055

.109
.117
.119

.090
.092
.069

.021
.015
.011

.023
.020
.009

.056
.052
.039

.022
.019
.004

.031
.030
.005

.008
.007
.001

.009
.008
.001

.055
.052
.021

.022
.023
.010

.

_,

..

.

.

for a sample of N skiers is

function, then,
E(s.) = s*

~

ci~

>

..

e

.

.

j=1,2,

var(sj) = (sj*)(1sj*)/T
cov(sJ,sk) =
(sj*)(s*)/T

,J

N

j # k
k = 1,2, **,J.

L

= Hf(s81 12iI...

s'Ji;Ti;6).
I

(15)

i=1

The i subscript refers to the ith individual, where
= 1,- ., N. The maximum likelihood estimate of
The distribution of the sj are skewed, except in the
case where sj* = 1/J Vj. The varianceon sj ap- the parameters for a particular sample is the 0
proaches zero as sj* approaches either zero or one. which globally maximizes the likelihood function
The covariance matrix satisfies the condition that (15). Rao (1965, pp. 295-296) has shown that
these maximum likelihood estimates will be conk=
COV(SjSk) = 0, whereall the covariance(j +
sistent and asymptotically efficient.
k) are negative.
A conventional assumption in the estimation of
This density function (14) has the mathematical
form of the multinomial distribution; however, it share equations is that the J - 1 shares have a
is not assumed that sj* is the probability that site normal distribution. Woodland (1979) cites
will be chosen on a given trip, and it is not numerous examples. As Woodland notes, shares
assumed that the choice of each trip, for a given cannot be normally distributed. The normal distriindividual, is independent. This is contrary to the bution assumes the shares are continuously dismultinomial interpretation of the variables in (14) tributed from - x to + x, implying there is a
but this does not preclude one from utilizing the positive probability that shares will be outside the
mathematical properties of (14) given that 1 > sj* 0-1 simplex. Normality also assumes the shares
> 0, 2sj* = 1, and Eyj = T. For brevity (14) will are symmetrically distributed. This seems unlikely
for shares near zero or one. The conventional
be referred to as a multinomial density function.
This qualified multinomial was chosen as an normal specification also assumes the covariance
appropriate density function because it is simple matrix is constant across individuals. This assumpand appropriately restricts the random variable s tion is also questionable. However, one can make
to be discretely distributed between zero and one the counter-argument that "the normal distrisuch that E(sj) = s* and Esj = 1. The form is bution may be an adequate description of the true
restrictive in that all covariances are negative, but density function if the elements of the covariance
not overly so. Since the shares must sum to one, matrix are small and the means are not near zero
negative covariances must dominate (see Wood- or unity, for then the density outside the unity
land (1979, p. 365)). The multinomial doesn't ad- simplex will be negligible" (Woodland (1979), p.
mit shares that are strictly zero. This latter limita- 362). Woodland, using sampling experiments and
tion is not expected to constrain since the multi- data from different studies involving systems of
nomial will admit a large number of shares at a share equations that were not normally distributed, showed that the normal distribution was
discrete positive value sufficiently close to zero.
If it is assumed that the choice of shares by one quite robust; i.e., estimates obtained assuming
individual is completely independent of any other normality were in general close to the estimates
individual's choice, then the likelihood function obtained using a Dirichlet distribution, a continu-
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ous distribution that limits the shares to the 0-1
simplex. However, Woodland's samples involved
shares that could be described as continuously
distributed and did not include shares with values
near zero or one. One must ask whether the
robustness of the normality assumption carries
over to samples where the shares are discretely
distributed and where many of the shares are zero.
A priori there is no reason to suspect it will.
Attempts to estimate the skiing shares assuming
either a normal or truncated normal distribution
are reported in the next section.
The problem of determining where an individual will ski can also be modeled in a logit framework. This was considered by Morey (1981). It
was shown that the logit model did not explain the
allocation of ski days as well as the CES model
where a multinomial error specification was assumed. One might also consider an error specification that assumes normality but maps the
density lying outside the unit simplex onto its
boundary. This is an extension of the Tobit (1958)
model. For a successful application of this approach to meat consumption see Wales and Woodland (1983). Given the large number of ski areas in
the sample, this approach is not computationally
tractable.
V.

EmpiricalResults

The sample of student skiers was used to obtain
estimates of the parameter vector 6. Assuming the
shares are multinomially distributed, maximum
likelihood estimates are those values of 6 which
maximize the log of the likelihood function.
163

15

1* = E E
i.=l j=l

y 11og(sj1*)

(16)

where Y,i is the actual number of trips individual i
took to site j and the sji* is individual i's predicted share for site j. The share equations are
homogeneous of degree zero with respect to the a
parameters so ao was set equal to one. The share
equations are homogeneous of degree zero in the e
parameters when E, = ca,, n = 0,1,2,3,4,5 (the
CES case) so E0 was set equal to one to facilitate
estimation. The log of the likelihood function (16)
was maximized using a modified Newton method
formulated by Fletcher (1972) and supported by
the University of British Columbia Computer
Center (Bird and Moore (1975)). Both a GENCES
model and a CES model were estimated. Note that

n = 1,2,- * , 5. On the
for the CES model a n =
basis of a likelihood ratio test, the GENCES model
predicts the allocation of ski days significantly
better (at 0.001) than the CES model. One must
therefore reject the null hypothesis that preferences are both homothetic and directly additive.
One can get an indication of the goodness of fit
of the GENCES with the multinomial specification
(GENCESM) by examining the actual and the
predicted shares for the fifteen sites (see table 1).4
A modified R2 (Baxter and Cragg (1970), p. 320)
of 0.57 also indicates that the model is explaining
a substantial proportion of the variation in the
shares.
The GENCESM predicted shares for a few of
the Boulder students are reported in table 2. The
predicted shares vary substantially across sites for
a given individual as a function of the site's characteristics. They vary across individuals for a given
site as a function of the individual's skiing ability,
residential location, and skiing budget. Note the
strong influence of the skiing budget on the shares
(contrast the Aspen shares for the two intermediate skiers from Boulder in table 2). The
importance of allowing for nonhomothetic preferences can also be seen by examining expenditure
En9

4 Alternatively, it was also assumed that the first fourteen
-.-. s * )
shares were normally distributed with mean (ss,
and covariance matrix Q. If one maximizes the likelihood
function assuming normality and if one does not constrain the
expected number of trips to each site to be nonnegative,
meaningful results are not obtained. Many of the VJ* are
negative which results in sJ* inconsistent with the definition of
the observed shares. This happened because the normality
assumption admits negative shares and because the sample
contains many observed shares of zero. The model was also
estimated assuming normality but imposing the constraint that
0 if initially Y < 0. The normal is obviously not the true
density function in this case, it allows for no pile up of density
at zero, but one can still question the robustness of the estimates. This model, referred to as GENCESvI in table 2, did
not predict the aggregate shares as well as the multinomial
model. The model was also estimated assuming the shares were
distributed as a truncated normal with a constraint imposed
that restricted the s,* to the interior or the 0-1 simplex. A
truncated normal is here defined to mean a normal distribution
where the density outside of the 0-1 simplex is uniformly
added to the density in the 0-1 simplex. This stochastic distribution would be quite appropriate if the observed shares are
continuously distributed between zero and one. The constraint
is required because they are not. The aggregate shares predicted
by this model, referred to as GENCESN2 in table 2, are similar
to the aggregate shares predicted by the GENCESvf. This
suggests that the truncated normality specification with the
constraint imposed is robust. However, one should note that
even though the aggregate shares are quite similar the two
models predict quite different shares for many of the individuals. The shares and elasticity estimates reported in the rest of
the paper are for the GENCESM.
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TABLE

J

.~~~
Boulder
Advanced:
* = 313, T =
* = 42,
T=
Intermediate:
T= 337, T=
* = 37, T =
Novice:
* = 300, 7=
* = 37, T=

2. -sr,

>

<

.

12 .1890
.1266

2

SOME OF THE INDIVIDUALS'

c

m

v
-

.,

V

j

.1828 .1206 .0883 .1051 .0832 .0132 .0143 .0744 .0188
.1473 .1275 .0949 .1350 .1044 .0()99 .0157 .075() .0187

11 .2290 .1383 .0967 .0604 .1347 .1116 .0164
2 .0812 .0189 .1364 .0937 .1763 .1483 .0145
12 .0957
2 .0857

PREDICTED SHARES

.0187
.0225

elasticities, EYJv*lT.The homothetic CES requires
that EyJ*-T= 1 Vj and i. The GENCES's Eyj*T,
however, vary from -0.239 to 1.95. The negative
elasticities are particularly significant, helping to
demonstrate the importance of admitting nonadditive preferences.
The demand for most sites is cost elastic. The
own price elasticities of demand vary a lot but
most fall between - 2.1 and - 2.5. This is a confirmation of the travel-cost technique. The estimated Allen elasticities of substitution, which vary
from 1.8 to 2.7., indicate that there is a lot of
potential for substitution among the sites.
The most interesting elasticities are the characteristic elasticities Eyjialj and Eyj*ia21,where
EyZ*a1 = d lnyj*/ dlnai=a2 0 and Ey,*'a21
d lnyj*/ lna2 jIao= Evy*iaij measures how responsive the individual's demand for site j is to an
increase in total skiable terrain where the increase
is in terrain designed for individuals of lesser
skiing ability. Eyji*a2jmeasures how responsive
the individual's demand for site j is to an increase
in acreage designed for their ability level holding
total skiable acreage constant. The sum of the two
elasticities (Ey*alj + Eyj*'a2) measures how responsive the individual's demand for site j is to an
increase in a2j holding the quantity of the other
skiable acreage constant.
The majority of the EyJ,*a1j
are positive and the
majority of the Eyj*ia21are negative. However,
there are exceptions, particularly for advanced
skiers who skied a lot, such as the advanced skier
from Boulder who took twelve trips (see table 3).
With the exception of Vail, the sum of the two
characteristic elasticities are predominantly positive. A negative (Eyj*alj + ELy,*aa2j)indicates the

.0284 .0063
.0369 .0064

.0518 .0129 .0338
.0981 .0244 .0527

.1911 .1029 .0680 .1266 .1172 .0251 .(0278 .0683
.1341 .1162 .0760 .1430 .1325 .0238 .0314 .0694

.0171
.0172

-.

-

.0364
.0407

.0052
.0073

.0048 .0449 .0262
.0)061 .0554 .0401
.0046
.0061

.0616 .0242
.0887 .0310

.0076 .0069 .0736 0357
.0070 .(0)71 .0829 .0330

individual is satiated in terms of the terrain at site
j designed for his ability level. The common result
that Eyj*ia1l> 0, LJ*ia2j < 0, and Ey1"7la+
Eyj*ra2j> 0 indicates that the individual's demand
for site j will increase if the acreage he can ski at
the site increases but the individual prefers the
increase to be in terms of terrain designed for less
than his stated ability level. A negative elasticity
with respect to a2j is quite reasonable when one
remembers that skiing ability measures capability,
not preference. When an intermediate skier is defined as one who has the capabilities to ski on both
novice and intermediate terrain, one should not be
surprised if he prefers the novice terrain. Exaggeration could also generate these results. However,
one would also expect that many skiers, particularly advanced and intermediate skiers who ski a
lot, prefer terrain that taxes their abilities. For
such individuals one would expect E),ja21 > 0
and even EyJ*a1 < 0.
VI. Conclusion
The GENCES is a useful algebraic specification
for consumer preferences. For the skiing problem
it predicted the allocation of skiing days significantly better than the CES preference ordering
and provided numerous insights into skier behavior. More generally, the GENCES helps to fulfill
the need for a functional form that does not
impose direct additivity or homotheticity a priori,
but is still simple enough to estimate. Much is
gained by explicitly including the characteristics as
arguments in the utility function. One can account
for differences in the demand for activities by
variations in the values of the independent vari-
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ables (prices and characteristics) in the share equation, rather than have the variations appear in the
form of differing share functions, each specific to
only one name-specific activity. Estimation is simplified; there is only one equation to estimate. It is
also possible to estimate the conditional demand
for a proposed recreational site. This technique for
estimating the demand for proposed sites as a
function of their proposed characteristics and costs
is superior to many of the techniques currently
used.
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